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Employment
UpGrad

Frontend Engineer ∙ Mumbai

Jun 2015 to Sep 2016

Responsible for the design and development of fast and responsive JavaScript web applications using client-side
MVC frameworks such as Backbone.js while utilizing backend REST API. Created the learning platform using
Backbone.js, Underscore.js and jQuery with modular, object-oriented JavaScript. The learning platform comprised of
various combinations of text, videos , quizzes and discussion forum.

CoreEduTech

Software Engineering Intern ∙ Mumbai

Jan 2014 to Jun 2014

Developed a campus wide social networking site with main focus on group learning. We used MeteorJS framework.
It supported basic implementation of - FileShare (upload and download) , CampusTrade (Inter-university ecommerce) , Proﬁle (Student proﬁles similar to LinkedIn).

Education
International Institute of Information Technology ( IIIT Pune )
Bachelors in Engineering Computer Science 2015
Graduated with First Class - 65%

Projects
Maverick
AI chatbot that supports 4 environments to handle user's requests weather and booking , Star Wars role playing
game , cats , dogs. Built using ReactJS and respective API services.

Expense Manager
React based app that uses PouchDB to store user's expenses. All expenses can be separated based on categories.

Markdown
Live Markdown ﬁle editor that can be modiﬁed in real time and downloaded to save a copy on user's machine.

Awards
Salesforce ∙ Heroes vs Hackers Hackathon

Nov 2016

Secured second place at heroes vs hackers at Bombay Stock Exchange. I worked on the entire frontend architecture
of the web app. The idea was to make KYC integration with banks and adhaar account seamless and the entire
customer interaction was recorded on SalesForce.

Searce ∙ Searce Hackathon

Jan 2016

Developed a chrome extension that replaced the behavior of new tab with a choice of scenic background image
and music - rain , ocean , mountain etc and rotating wallpapers.

Skills
HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT, REACTJS, BACKBONEJS, GIT, BOOTSTRAP, SSH, STYLUS, NODEJS:

